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Augmented Lagrangian-Trust-Region m ethod recently proposed by Wang and Yuan (Op- 
tim. Methods Softw. 30, 559-582, 2015). Specifically, when the approximate Lagrangian 
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Consider the equality constrained optimization problem
minimize f  (x),
subject to c(x) =  0,
(1 .1 )
(1 .2)
where f  : R™ ^  R and c : R™ ^  Rm are continuously differentiable. For convenience, the 
following notation will be used:
Given x k E R™, we also use f k for f  (xk), ck for c(xk), A k for A(xk) and gk for g(xk).
The Augmented Lagrangian-Trust Region m ethod (ALTR) proposed in [13] is an it­
erative procedure to solve (1.1)-(1.2). At the beginning of the kth  iteration, x k E R™, 
Xk E Rm, ak > 0, A fc >  0, 0 < n < rg < 1/2 and B k E R™x™ symmetric are available. 
If x k does not satisfy the KKT conditions, a trial step sk is computed by solving the 
trust-region subproblem
c(x) =  [c i(x ) , . . . ,c m(x)]T ,
A(x) =  Jc(x) = [V ci(x ). . .  V cm(x)]T ,
g (x) =  V f  (x).
(1.3)
(1.4)
(1.5)
22 (1 .6) 
(1.7)s. t. s || 2 A A k•
Subproblem (1.6)-(1.7) is equivalent to
(1.8)
(1.9)s. t. s || 2 A A k,
where L(x, X) = f  (x) — XTc(x) is the Lagrangian function associated to (1.1)-(1.2). Thus,
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if we denote the corresponding augmented Lagrangian function by
L{x,X; a) = f  (x) -  \ Tc(x) +  2 ||c (x )N2.
it follows th a t the objective in (1.8)-(1.9) is a quadratic approximation to
L (x k +  Xk, ak) L (x k,Xk , ak) .
which is obtained as the sum of a quadratic approximation to L (x k +  s, Xk) — L (x k,Xk) 
with the squared norm of a linear approximation to c(xk +  s). M atrix B k is an approxima­
tion to the Hessian V 2xL (x k,Xk). In summary, ALTR m ethod computes sk by minimizing 
a quadratic approximation to the augmented Lagrangian, subject to a trust-region con­
straint. This combination of techniques justify the name given to this method.
The quality of sk is evaluated by using the ratio pk between the actual reduction of 
the augmented Lagrangian and the predicted reduction:
  Aredk   L (x k,Xk; ak) L (x k +  sk,Xk; ak) (-, 1 «)
Pk Predk = Qk (0) — Qk (sk) ‘ .
Similarly to traditional trust-region schemes, the next iterate is obtained as follows:
i  xk +  sk, if pk > n,
I x k, otherwise.
Further, the trust-region radius A k+i for the next iteration is given by the rule
A k+1
max {Ak, 1.5||skH2} , if Pk e  [1 — ni, + ^ )
Ak, if Pk e  [ni, 1 — ni)
max {0.5Ak, 0.75||skI2} , if Pk e  [n,ni)
llskII2/ 4, if Pk < n-
In the ALTR method, the usual rules of augmented Lagrangian methods to update ak and 
Xk were adapted. W hen ak is very large, it forces ||c(xk +  sk) ||2 to be very small. Thus, 
the penalty param eter is updated taking into account the violation of the constraints. 
Specifically, the value of ak is increased whenever
VxL(xk ,Xk ; ak) _  0 and ||ckH2 >  0.
Since ak also influences the computation of sk , the following inequality is checked:
Predk < Sk ak min {Ak ||cik II2, Hck II2} , (1.11)
where Sk > 0 is an auxiliary param eter. If (1.11) is satisfied, then ak is increased in order
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to decrease the constraint violation. Regarding the vector Xk of Lagrange multipliers, it 
is updated only when x k+1 is close to the feasible region, th a t is,
||ck+i||2 <  R k , (1.12)
where { R k} is a nonincreasing sequence. If (1.12) is satisfied, Xk is updated in such a way
th a t {Xk} is bounded. This is done by computing the auxiliary vector
Ak+i =  arg min ||gk+i — AT+ iX||2. (1.13)
After tha t, Xk+i is obtained by projecting Ak+i onto a compact box [Xmi™,Xmax]:
Xk+i P[^ min ,Amax] (Ak+i) . (1.14)
The ALTR m ethod can be summarized as follows.
A lg o r ith m  1.1. Augmented Lagrangian Trust Region Method (ALTR)
S te p  0 Given the constants f  E (0,1), 9 > 1, Xmin <  Xmax and
0 < r < r i  < 1 , Ri =  max { ||c(x i)||2 , 1} .
Given x i E R™, B i e  R™x™, Xi E Rm, a i > 1, i i >  0 and A i >  0, set k :=
1 .
S te p  1 I f  ||ck||2 =  0 and PNu\\(Ak)(gk) =  0, Stop (return x k as a solution).
S te p  2 Set a \  := ak and j  :=  1.
While V xL (x k,Xk; a3k) =  0 and ||ck||2 >  0, set
(Jk+l :=  9ejk and j  :=  j  +  1 (1.15)
End (While). Set ak =  ak. Compute sk by solving (1.6)-(1.7).
S te p  3 Compute the ratio pk defined in (1.10). I f  pk > r, go to Step 4, otherwise,
set A k+i =  , x k+i =  x k, k :=  k +  1 and go back to Step 2.
S te p  4 I f  (1.11) is satisfied, then set
ak+i = 2ak, and 4 + i =  h / 4 .  (1.16)
Otherwise, set ak+i =  ak and 8k+i =  8k.
I f  ||ck+i | 2 <  R k, then compute Xk+i by (1.13)-(1.14) and set R k+i =  fdRk. 
Otherwise, set Xk+i =  Xk and R k+i =  R k.
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S te p  5 Set x k+i _  x k +  sk and
{max {Ak, 1.5 ||sk ||2} , i f  Pk e  [1 — ni, + ^ )  ,Ak, i f  Pk e  [ni, 1 — ni),
max {0.5Ak, 0.75 ||sk H2} , i f  Pk e  [n ,n i)
Compute f k+i , gk+i , ck+i and A k+i , generate B k+i , set k :_  k + 1  and go 
back to Step 1.
By developing the squared norm in qk(s), we see that
Qk (s) _  (gk — Xk +  akATck)Ts +  2 sT(Bk +  akA T A k)s +  “2" II ck Il2.
Then, denoting
gk _  gk — AT Xk +  akAT ck
and
B k _  B k +  ak A t A k,
it follows th a t (1.6)-(1.7) is equivalent to the problem
m n  Qk(s) =  (9k)T s +  1  sT B ks (1.17)
s. t. ||s12 <  Ak, (1.18)
which is a standard trust-region subproblem. The efficiency of ALTR strongly depends on 
how accurately the trust-region subproblems are solved. If one is willing to solve (1.17)- 
(1.18) nearly exactly, the usual procedure is the iterative m ethod of More and Sorensen
[7]. However, at each iteration, this m ethod requires at least one Cholesky factorization 
of matrices of the form B k +  p In . This makes its use computationally expensive and 
prohibitive for large-scale problems (i.e., problems with n  very large).
Motivated by the subspace trust-region methods proposed by Wang and Yuan [12] 
and by Grapiglia, Yuan and Yuan [4], in this work we explore subspace properties of the 
trust-region subproblem (1.6)-(1.7) when the matrices B k are updated by quasi-Newton 
formulas. By adapting the analysis presented in [12, 4], it is found th a t any solution sk 
of (1.6)-(1.7) belongs to the subspace
Gk _  span (Uk=i {V c i ( x i ) , . . . ,V c m (xi),gi}) .
Therefore, we can restrict the search for sk to Gk. Note th a t dim(Gk) <  k(m  +  1). 
Thus, if problem (1.1)-(1.2) has a small number of constraints (m < <  n), then the use 
of subspace Gk in early iterations (k < <  n) may result in a significant reduction of the 
computational cost to solve the corresponding subproblem. Based on this observation,
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we propose a subspace version of ALTR for large-scale equality constrained problems in 
which the number of constraints is much lower than  the number of variables.
This dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, the equivalence between the 
full-space trust-region subproblem and its subspace counterpart is proved, and the corre­
sponding subspace version of ALTR is presented. The global convergence analysis of the 
subspace ALTR is given in Chapter 3. Finally, preliminary numerical results are reported 
in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 2 
Subspace Version of ALTR
In this chapter, we propose a subspace version of the ALTR method. First, we study 
subspace properties of the trust-region subproblem (1.6)-(1.7). All the results are obtained 
by adapting the analysis from [12, 4].
2.1 Subspace P roperties
The following lemma characterizes the global solutions of the subproblem (1.6)-(1.7).
L em m a  2.1. A vector sk E R™ is a global solution of (1.6)-(1.7) if, and only if, there
exists a scalar p k > 0 such that
(B k +  t k  I™)sk =  —gk,
Pk (A k \\sk | 2) 0
|| sk || 2 <  A k,
and (B k +  p kI™) is positive semidefinite.
Proof: Due to the equivalence between (1.6)-(1.7) and (1.17)-(1.18), the result follows 
from Theorem 6.1.2 in [11]. ■
The next lemma establishes sufficient conditions under which any global solution to 
(1.6)-(1.7) belongs to a subspace S k. Its proof is an adaptation of the proof of Lemma
2.2 in [4].
L em m a  2.2. Let S k a subspace r-dimensional (1 <  r < n) of R™ and Z k E R™xr a matrix
whose columns form an orthonormal basis of the subspace S k, namely,
S k =  span (Zk) and ZkTZ k =  I r. (2.1)
Suppose that
{ V c i (x k) , . . . , V c m (xk),gk} C Sk, (2 .2)
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and B k G Rnxn is a symmetric matrix satisfying
B k u =  au, Vu G Sfr, (2.3)
vjhere a  > 0. Then, the vector sk G Rn is a solution of (1.6)-(1.7) if, and only if, 
sk =  Z ksk G S k where sk G R r is a solution to the following problem:
min qk(s) =  gTs -  \ l A k s +  ^ B ks +  y  \\ck +  A k (2.4)
s. t. ||q||2 <  A k, (2.5)
where gk =  Z f  gk, Ak =  Ak Zk and Bk =  Z f  Bk Z k .
Proof: Let Uk G Rnx(n_r) be a m atrix whose columns are an orthonormal basis of subspace 
S jf . Then, [Zk Uk] G Rnxn is an orthogonal m atrix whose columns are an orthonormal 
basis of Rn . Consequently, for each s G Rn , there exists an unique pair of vectors (s, u) G
Rr x Rn_r such th a t s =  Z ks +  Uku. From (1.6) it follows tha t
Qk (s) =  qk (Zk s +  Uku)
=  gT (Zks +  Uku) — A k (Zks +  Uku) +  2 (Zks +  Uku)T B k (Zks +  Uku)
+  “2" llck +  A k (Zks +  Uku ) |2
=  (ZT gk )T s +  gT UkU — A k Z k s — A k UkU +  ~^ ST z T  B k Z k s +  ~ST Z k  B k Uku
+  ^ uTUk B kZ kS +  ^ uTUk B kUku +  “2“ Wck +  A kZ kS +  A kUku |l2
1 1
=  gk S +  gk UkU — Xk A kS —  X k A k“U“U +  ^ S B kS +  2 S Zk B k“U“U
+  2 uTU“t B kZ kS +  2 uTUk B kUkU +  “2" Wck +  A kS +  A kUku ^2’ (2.6)
where gk =  Z f  gk , A k =  A kZ k and B k =  Zff B kZ k. Since gk E S k and the columns of Uk 
are vectors in Sjf, we obtain
gT Uk =  0, Z l  Bk Uk =  aZ'^ Uk =  0, Uk Bk Zk =  a U l  Zk =  0 and Bk Uk =  aI™-r, (2.7)
where we also used the hypothesis th a t Bk is symmetric. From the fact th a t the rows of 
A k are the vectors V c i(xk) E S k , and the columns of Uk are vectors in Sjf, it follows that
Ak Uk =  0. (2.8)
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Hence, (2.6)-(2.8) imply tha t
Qk(s) =  Qk(s ,u ) =  ( gTs -  \ l A ks +  2 sTB ks +  y \\ck +  A ks\\2 J +  2 a  llu^a • (2.9)
In addition, since Z'lUk _  0, we have
||s12 _  ||Zks +  Uku||2 _  ||s ||2 +  II u || 2 . (2.10)
Therefore, (2.9) and (2.10) imply th a t solving the subproblem (1.6)-(1.7) is equivalent to 
solve the subproblem
1 (gTs — 9TA ks +  1 sT B ks +  2^ \\ck +  A ks \ ^  +  1  a  l l u l l 2 (2.11)<Rn - r \ 2 2 11 "V 2 2
s. t. ||s | 2 +  ||u ||2 < A | , (2 .12 )
with respect to s =  Z ks +  Uku.
Let s k =  Z ksk +  Ukuk a solution of (1.6)-(1.7). We will show th a t u k =  0. For tha t, 
suppose by contradiction th a t uk =  0 G Rra_r. Since sk is an optimal solution, we have 
||sk ||2 <  A | and
Qk(sk) <  Qk(s) 
for all s G R™ satisfying ||s ||2 <  Ak. In particular,
Qk(sk) <  Qk (sk), (2.13)
where s*k _  Z ksk. However, since u k _  0 e  Rn r and a > 0, from (2.9) it follows tha t
Qk (sk) Qk (sk ,u k)
=  gT sk — AT A ksk +  y T B k sk +  y \\ck +  A ksk \\2 +  ^ a  II u k II2
T <t ~t 1 t  — ^  k II ~Â 112
> 9k A  — \  Aksk +  B ksk +  \ \ +  Aksk \ \ 2
Qk(sk) ,
which contradicts (2.13). Therefore, we must have u k _  0 e  Rn - r . This shows th a t if sk is 
a solution of (1.6)-(1.7) then sk _  Z ksk e  S k. The fact tha t sk is a solution of (2.4)-(2.5) 
follows from the equivalence between (1.6)-(1.7) and (2.11)-(2.12) with u _  0.
Reciprocally, if sk is a solution of (2.4)-(2.5) then (sk, 0) e  Rr x Rn-r is a solution of 
(2.11)-(2.12) and, consequently, sk _  Z ksk is a solution of (1.6)-(1.7). ■
R e m a rk  2.1. By Lemma 2.2, i f  assumptions (2.2)-(2.3) are satisfied, then we can solve 
subproblem (2.4)-(2.5) in Rr instead of solving subproblem (1.6)-(1.7) in Rn . When r << 
n, this can (give a significant reduction in the computational cost to obtain sk .
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The next lemma provides a subspace th a t satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 2.2. Its 
proof is an adaptation of the proof of Lemma 2.3 in [4].
L em m a  2.3. Suppose that B i =  a In , with a  > 0, and that B k is the kth update matrix 
given by a quasi-Newton formula chosen from the PSB and the Broyden family. Let 
sk E R™ be a solution of (1.6)-(1.7) and
Gk =  span ( u  { V c i ( x f ) , . . . ,V c m ( x i ) ,g i} j  . (2.14)
Then, for all k, we have sk E Gk and B ku =  au  for all u E G ^ .
Proof: The PSB formula and the Broyden family are specified, respectively, by
(PSB) _  td(PSB) (yk — B kPSB')sk)sT +  sk (yk — B k >SB'> sk)Tr ( p S b ) _  r ( p S b ) i___________________________________________B k+i =  B k +  sT ssk sk
(yk — B (kPSB)sk )T sk sk sT
(sTsk)2
(2.15)
R(B)C cT r (b) „ „.T
Bk+i =  BkB) — “ ' T,  k +  s y  +  9k(sTBlkB)sk)W"wT (2.16)
si  B k )sk sk yk
where s" =  x k+i — x " , yk =  (gk+i — gk) — (A“+i — A“) X" and
wk
yk B “B')sk
sTVk sT B (,B>sk
We will prove the result by induction over k. For k =  1 we have B i =  aI™, a  > 0, 
G i =  span {Vci (xi ) , . . . ,  V c m(x i ) ,g i } and A i =  [Vci (xi ) . . .  Vcm(xi )]T. Let s i E R™ be 
solution of (1.6)-(1.7) with k = 1 .  Then, by Lemma 2.1, there exists t i > 0 such th a t
(B i +  t i I™)s i =  —gi 
= ^  (B i +  a iATAi +  t i I™)s i =  — (gi — aT X i +  a i a Tci )
= ^  (a I™ +  t i I™)s i =  —(gi — A  Xi +  a iATci +  a i a TAi s i )
= ^  s i =  —(a +  t i ) i(gi — aT X i +  a ia T c i +  a iATAi s i )
= ^  s i E G i ,
where the last line is true because gi , A f  Xi , A f c i and A f  A i s i E G i . Moreover,
B iPSB)u =  B iB)u =  (aI™)u =  au, Vu E Gp .
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Hence, the lemma is true for k _  1. Assume th a t the lemma is true for k _  i, th a t is,
si Gi (2.17)
and
B(PSB)u _  B„(b)u _  au, Vu E Gf (2.18)
Consider u e  Gf+i . Then, we also have u e  Gf  (since Gi C Gi+i ^  G +  C Gf ). Note 
th a t yi e  Gi+i and matrices B (psb) and B(b) are symmetric. Thus, it follows from (2.17) 
and (2.18) that
B (PSB) i+i
d(PSB) ~u _  Bi u +
( (y i — B(PSB)si)sT +  si (y i — B iPSB)si)T) u
T
st si
(yi — B (PSB)si)T sisisT u
au  +
(sT si)2
(y i — B iPSB)si)sT u +  si (y i u — sT b (p s b )u)
TsTsi
au  — a~
au,
Tsis-T u
T
st si
(2.19)
and
d(B) T D(B) ~ T~
(b).~. _  K(B)r. Bi s s  B i u  , « i f  +  0i(sTB (B)Si)WiWJuB + lu  _  B iB)u —
sTB (B)si si yi
„  aBj sis. u . t  j-,(b) \
aU TB B  + * Bi si)Wi
TyiT
a  u +  Oi(sT B ^ s ^ w ,
T~ T n (B) ~yT u sT B i >u
sTyi sTB iB)t
_  a u  — a^i (sTBi(B)s i)w ^ ^ ^ u —
_  a  u .
Since u e  G +  is arbitrary, this proves th a t
T B iB)
‘ Tvi sT B iB),
uu
Bii+3SB)u _  B i B^iu  _  au, Vu e  Gf+i . (2 .20)
Now, let si+i be a solution of the subproblem (1.6)-(1.7) for k _  i +  1. Then, by
{ V c 1 (xi+l'), ■■■ , V c m(xi+i ) ,gi+i } C Gi+1 ,
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equation (2.20) and Lemma 2.2 (with k =  i + 1 )  we conclude th a t s^+i =  Zi+iSi+\ G Gi+ 1 
(where s i+1 is a solution of the subproblem (2.4)-(2.5) for k =  i +  1, and Z i+1 is a m atrix 
whose columns are an orthonormal basis of Gi+ 1). The proof is complete. ■
R e m a rk  2.2. For the further analysis, it is useful to see that
B ku =  au, Vu G Gj  ^  B kz G Gk, Vz G Gk. (2.21)
Indeed, given z G Gk and u G Gj  arbitrary, as B k is a symmetric matrix, we have
rji rji rji rji rji
(Bkz) u =  z B k u =  z B ku =  a z  u =  0.
Thus, B kz G (Gj )j  =  Gk, for all z  G Gk .
Now, combining Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, we obtain the following theorem.
T h e o re m  2.4. Let Z k be a matrix whose columns are an orthonormal basis of the subspace 
Gk given in (2.1f). Suppose that B 1 =  a In (a >  0) and that B k is the kth updated matrix 
given by a quasi-Newton formula chosen from the PSB and the Broyden family. Let sk 
be a solution of the subproblem (1.6)-(1.7). Then, there exists a solution sk of (2.4)-(2.5) 
■such that sk =  Z ksk, which implies sk G Gk . Reciprocally, i f s k is a solution of (2.4)-(2.5), 
then sk =  Z ksk is a solution of (1.6)-(1.7).
The following lemma establishes th a t the approximate Hessian m atrix Bk can be 
updated in the subspace Gk. Its proof is due to Siegel [10], Gill and Leonard [2]. We give 
it here for completeness.
L em m a  2.5. Let Z  G Rnxr be a matrix whose columns are orthonormal. Suppose that 
sk G span (Z ), and that matrix B k+1 =  Update (Bk , s k ,y k) is obtained by the PSB formula 
or by some formula from the Broyden family. Then, denoting B k+ 1 =  Z TB k+ 1Z , B k =  
Z TB k Z , Sk =  Z TSk and yk =  Z Tyk, we have Bk+1 =  Update (j3k, Sk ,y ^ j  .
Proof: Note th a t sk G span (Z ) = ^  sk =  Z Z Tsk. Then, 
sTk yk =  { Z Z Tsk)T yk =  {ZTSk)T Z Tyk =  S y
sTBksk =  (Z Z T s k) B k (Z Z T s k) =  (Z T sk) Z T B kZ  {yZ 'Tsk) =  sTB kSk 
Z 1 B ksk =  Z 1 B kZ  (Z T sk) =  B kSk.
Then, the conclusion follows by multiplying (2.15) and (2.16) by Z T for the left and by 
Z  for the right. ■
R e m a rk  2.3. By Theorem 2.4, we can solve the subproblem (1.6)-(1.7) by solving (2.4)- 
(2.5) in the subspace Gk, provided that B 1 =  a In and a suitable quasi-Newton formula
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is used to update B k . Moreover, it follows from Lemma 2.5 that the reduced matrix 
B k =  Z j B kZ k of B k in the subspace Gk can be obtained by updating the matrix B k-i  =  
Z j B k - iZ k, where Z k is the matrix whose columns are an orthonormal basis of the subspace 
Gk. These subspace properties can be explored to reduce the computational cost to compute 
sk when m  << n and the dimension of the subspa.ce Gk remains much smaller than n.
2.2 Subspace A lgorithm
In this section, we present a subspace version of ALTR based on the subspace properties 
described in the previous section. Suppose th a t at the kth  iteration, Z k E Rraxrfc has been 
obtained, which is an orthonormal basis m atrix of the subspace Gk. Further, suppose that 
sk is obtained by solving the subproblem (2.4)-(2.5) and sk =  Z ksk, x k+i =  x k +  sk, gk+i =  
V f  (xk+i) and A k+i =  [Vci(xk+i) . . . V c m (xk+i)]T. Then, we have to compute Zk+1, 
gk+i =  Z f+1gk+i, Ak+i =  Ak+iZk+i and Bk+i =  Z f+1Bk+iZk+i for the next iteration. To 
obtain Zk+i , we use the procedure of Gram-Schmidt with reorthogonalization (see Section 
2 in Daniel et al. [1]). For this purpose, consider the notation:
P
(k+i) _  j  V c j (xk+i), if j  =  1 ,...,m  
gk+i, if j  =  m  +  1.
(2 .22)
Let W i =  Z k and t i =  rk, where rk denotes the number of columns of Z k. For j  
1 , . . . ,m  +  1, by the reorthogonalization procedure, compute the decomposition
(k+i) (k) (k+i) (k+i)pj =  Wj uj +  Tj zj (2.23)
where
and
u (k) W j pjk+i), z(k+i) A span(W j),
Tj
(k+i) pjk+i) -  Wj u ju (k)
(k+i)
(I  -  Wj W j )pjk+i)
If Tj(k+i) >  0, it follows th a t p(k+i) E span(W j), and we set
>  0.
(2.24)
(2.25)
Wj +i Wj zjk+i) and tj+i =  tj +  1. (2.26)
Otherwise, it follows th a t p(k+i) E span(W j ), and we set
Wj+i =  Wj and t j+i =  tj+i =  bj . (2.27)
j 2
2 2
At the end of the loop, we obtain Zk+i =  W m+2 and r k+i =  tm+2.
Exactly as in [4], the data  obtained in the calculation of Zk+i can be used to compute
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gk+i , Z k+i and B k+i in a cheap way.
First, note th a t from (2.23), (2.24) and the fact th a t sk , gk e  span(W j), we have
T.(k+i)z(k+i))T r (k+i)zj ) r j 'j > V~j ) ^k V~j, e f + V s k _ 0 ,  (zik+i))T gk _  0(k+i) \ T (2.28)
Now, by the calculation of Zk+i , we have to consider two cases: Zk+i _  Z k or Zk+i _  Z k. 
In the first case we have Zk+i _  [Z k Z k+i^, then the Lemma 2.3 and the Remark 2.2 
imply th a t B kZ k+i _  a Z k+i and the columns of B kZ k belongs to Gk. Thus, denoting 
t _  rk+i — rk we get
sk Zk+isk
B k _  Zk+iB k Zk+i
"  z t  sk ' sZk
Zk+isk 0
ZkT
Z TZk+i
B k
ZkT
Z TZk+i
T
B k Z k B k Zk+i
Z k Z k+i
ZkT
ZZTZ k+i
Z t B kZ k aZT Z k+i
ZT+iB k Z k a Z fc+i Z k+i
To compute gk+i , first note tha t
gk+i _  Zk+igk+i
From (2.22) and (2.24), we have
z T  gk+i 
Z T+igk+i
T T  t T (k + i) (k) T tt'T (k)
+ipm+i um+i Wm+igk+i um+i
iT
=>■ Z k Z k+i 
^  Z k gk+i _
B kZ k a Z k+i
BZ k 0
—
0 a lt
  (k)gk+i _  um+i
u (k)m+i u (k)m+i rk J
T
(2.29)
(2.30)
(2.31)
(2.32)i
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where the columns of Z k+i are distinct vectors of the set \ z(k+i), . . . , z ^ + i^ . Moreover,
z7k+1Wm+1 — 7  TZ k+1 Z k Zk+i
0 7 T+1 Zk+i
✓
0
1
1
0 . . . 0 0 . . . 0
0 It otherwise.
(2.33)
Then, multiplying (2.23) for the left by Z j +i (with j  =  m  +  1), we get
7T _  7T TJf (k) | ,_ (k+U 7T ,y(k+ 1Zk+1gk+1 — Zk+1Wm+1um+1 +  'm+1 Zk+1zm+1T .(k 1)  Jk+1)
u.(k)m+1
u (k)m+1
rk+1
rk+1
(k) (k+1)
Um+ 1 ) , Tm+1 1' rk+i_ 1
u (k)m+1 rk+1
T
T
otherwise.
(2.34)
Thus, combining (2.31), (2.32) and (2.34), it follows that
u (k)m+1
(k) (k+1)
Um+1 ) Tm+1' rk+i_ 1
T
gk+1 — <
u (k)m+1 u
(k)
m+1 rk+1
T
if > 0
otherwise.
(2.35)
Now, we will compute the m atrix A k+1. By (2.22),
Ak+1 — Ak+1 Zk+1 A k+1Z k A k+1Z k+1
( p M 1) T Z
P(k+1)N\ z'Pm I z k
( P(k+1)\  7(74 J Z k+1
P(k+1) T Z7  pm I Zk+1
(2.36)
1
1
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Thus, denoting
and
it follows tha t
Uk+i
T
r i k+iM Zk
r (k+i)\  zr m Z k
(2.37)
Uk+i _
T
r i k+iM Zk+i
r (k+iAr m Z k +1
(2.38)
A k+1 Uk+i Uk+i (2.39)
By (2.23), for each j  _  1, ...,m,
pjk+i) _  W jujk) +  T?(k+i)zik+i)
(k+i) \ Trj Wj
T
(k)\  AA/Tu W j  Wj +  Tj(k+i) (z jk+i))
T
T
r ' k+i))
; <k+i))
Zk Zj+i
Wj
u <k))
T
rj Zk u (k) (k)uj ) rk
(2.40)
where the columns of Z^ Jk+i are distinct vectors of the set j z ik+i), . . . , z j - + i) j . Further, 
taking the transposed of the equation (2.23) and multiplying for the left by Z^ k+i , we
i
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obtain
( p f +1))  Z k+l — (u f^ J  W j Z k+l +  . + 1  ( z f +1))  Z k+l 
T Zk+1 +  r f +1) (z jk+1)) T Zk+1«5*0T Zk Z ’+ 1
u <k))
T
u(jk)
u(jk)
u(jk)
T
Itj rk 0
0 0
!tj-rk 0
+  T.(k+1) 1 0 0 )  , if T:
(k+1) > 0
otherwise
rk + 1
rfc + 1
u (k)
u (k)
Tj(k+1) 0 ••• 0
0 0
if Tj(k+1) > 0
otherwise
for each j  =  1 , which completes the computation of Ak+1.
Finally, if yk =  (gk+i -  gk) -  (A[+iXk -  \ k) , then
Ilk Z k+1yk —
Z j  yk
Z j +1yk
Z k [gk+i -  gk -  Afc+iAk +  A k Xk]
Zk+1 [gk+1 -  gk -  Afc+1Xk +  AlT Xk] 
Z k gk+1 — [Ik — U^k+1Xk +  ^ k  Xk
Z k+1gk+1 -  Uk+1Xk 
Now, considering the case in which Zk+1 =  Z k, it follows tha t
lk TZ kTsk Zk ;
b * — z k Bk z * — B k ,
Zk+1 — z j  gk+1 
A k+1 — Ak+1Zk
u (k)m+1 u
(k)
m+1 rk J
T
k+1;
yk — Z j  yk — gk+1 — 9k — Uk+ 1Xk +  ^4* Ak •
By Lemma 2.5, the reduced m atrix
B k+1 — Z j+1B k+1Zk+1
(2.41)
(2.42)
(2.43)
(2.44)
(2.45)
(2.46)
(2.47)
0
0
tj
tj
1
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in the subspace span(Zk+i ) can be obtained by any formula among the PSB and the 
Broyden family, by using sk, B k and yk computed by (2.29), (2.30) and (2.42), or by 
(2.43), (2.44) and (2.47). Then, by Theorem 2.4 we can solve the subproblem (2.4)-(2.5) 
with the reduced matrices BBk+i , 4^k+i and reduced gradient gk+i to obtain sk+i and the 
trial step Sk+i =  Zk+i s-+i.
Now, we can summarize the main steps of our subspace version of the ALTR method.
A lg o r ith m  2 . 1 . Subspace version of the Augmented Lagrangian Trust Region algorithm 
(ALTR)
S te p  0 Given x i E Mn, g1 > 1, 4i >  0, Ai E Mm, Amin < Amax, 9 > 1,
(I E (0,1), Ai >  0, 0 < n < ni < 2 and R i =  m a x { |c (x i ) | 2 , 1}.
Choose one quasi-Newton formula among PSB and Broyden family. Com­
pute V c i (x i ) , . . . , V c m(x i ) and gi =  V f (x i ). Apply the Gram-Schmidt 
procedure with reorthogonalization to the set
{V ci(x i) , . . . ,  V cm (xi),gi}
in order to obtain a column orthogonal matrix, Z i E Rnxri, such that
span (Zi) =  span { V c i(x i) , . . . ,  Vcm(x i),g i}  . (2.48)
Set B i =  a I ri, Si =  Z j gi , A i =  A iZ i and k :=  1.
S te p  1 I f  \\ck||2 =  0 and fNuii(/ifc) (Sk) =  0, then stop.
S te p  2 Set a( =  Gk and l :=  1
While V xL (x k,Ak; g- ) =  0 and \\ck||2 >  0,
a k+i :=  9&lk and l := l +  1 (2.49)
End (While)
Set ak =  a lk . Compute Sk by solving (2.4)-(2.5).
S te p  3 Compute sk =  Z kSk and pk by (1.10). I f  pk > n, go to Step 4 . Otherwise, 
set A k+i =  , x k+i =  x k, k :=  k +  1 and go back to Step 2.
S te p  4 I f  (1.11) is satisfied, then set
Gk+i =  2ak and 4 + i  =  -4-. (2.50)
Otherwise, set Gk+i =  Gk and 5k+i =  5k. I f  \ck+i \ 2 <  R k, compute Ak+i by
(1.13)-(1.14) and set R k+i =  ( R k .
Otherwise, set Ak+i =  Ak and R k+i =  R k.
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S te p  5
S te p  6
S te p
S te p  8
Set x k+ 1 =  x k +  sk and
A k+1
m ax{A k, 1.5 \\sk ||2} ,
A k,
m ax{0.5A k,0.75 \\sk||2}
i f  pk e  [1 -  n1 , + ro ) 
i f  pk e  [Vh 1 -
i f  pk e  \n, m)\
Calculate fk+1t gk+1j ck+1 and Ak+1 • I f  rk set A k+1 Ak+1; gk+1
gk+1; sk =  sk, B k =  Bk, yk =  (gk+1 -  gk) -  (Ak+1 -  A k)TXk, Z k+1 =  In,
rk+ 1 =  n and go to Step 8•
Set W 1 =  Z k, t 1 =  rk, and consider the notation (222)^
For j  =  1 : m  + 1
(a) Obtain (223) by the reorthogonalization procedure;
(b) I f  r \k+1) > 0, set Wjj +1 Wj y(k+1) and t j+ 1 =  tj +  1 •
■Otherwise, set Wj+ 1 =  Wj and t j + 1 =  tj 
End(For)
Set Zk+1 Wm,+2 and rk+1 tm+2;
I f  Zk+1 =  Zk compute sk, B k , gk+ 1 , Ak+1 , yk according to (229), (230), 
(235), (239) and (2 4 2 ), respectively• Otherwise, compute sk, B k, gk+ 1, 
Ak+ 1 , yk by (243)-(247) respectively•
Obtain Bgk+ 1 =  Update(Bk, s k ,y k) by the chosen matrix updating formula• 
Set k := k +  1 and go back to Step !•
j
R e m a rk  2.4. By Step 6, when the dimension rk of the subspace span (Zk) reaches n, the 
subspace A L T R  reduces to the standard A L T R • The reason for this step is to avoid the 
computational effort required by Step 7 when it is not necessary anymore.
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Chapter 3 
Global Convergence
If span(Zk) =  Gk and we solve (2.4)-(2.5) exactly at all iterations, it follows from 
Theorem 2.4 th a t Algorithm 2.1 is equivalent to Algorithm 1.1. Even if (2.4)-(2.5) is 
solved inexactly, this equivalence also happens when rk reaches n, because then we have 
span(Zk) =  R n for all subsequent iterations. In both cases, the global convergence of 
Algorithm 2.1 follows from the fact th a t Algorithm 1.1 (the original ALTR) is globally 
convergent (see Sections 3.1 and 3.2 in [13]). In this chapter, we will study global conver­
gence properties of Algorithm 2.1 in a more general setting th a t allows span(Zk) =  Gk and 
the inexact solution of (2.4)-(2.5), simultaneouslyi . Specifically, we consider the following 
assumptions:
A1 The functions V f  : Rn Rn and V q  : Rn Rn (i = 1 , . . . , m )  are Lipschitz;
A2 The sequences { x k} and { \\B k ||2} are bounded;
A 3 For each k, Z j  Zk =  Irk , {Vci(xk  ) , . . . , V c m(xk ),gk } C span (Zk) and Bk z E span (Zk) 
for all z E span (Zk);
A 4 For all k, the approximate solution sk satisfies
Sk(0) -  Sk(sk) >  (  [Sk(0) -  Sk(sk)] 
for some (  E (0,1), where sck is the Cauchy step to (2.4)-(2.5).
It is useful to consider the following remark, which will be extensively called in the proofs. 
R e m a rk  3.1. From Z j Z k =  I rk, it follows that
v E span (Zk) ^  v =  Z kZ j v. (3.1)
L em m a  3.1. Suppose that A1-A3 hold. Then, the sequence {\\Ak\\2} is bounded.
1O ur analysis allows choices to  Z k+i different from th a t described a t Step 7 in A lgorithm  2.1.
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Proof: By A1 and A2 there exists k 1 > 0 such tha t
II Ak||2 <  k1, for all k. (3.2)
On the other hand, given x  e  and noting that
A j  — [VC1( i* ) . . .  V cm(.Vk)] (3.3)
the condition A3 implies th a t Ajjx e  span(Zk) and, by Remark 3.1 it follows tha t
T 2 
\A k x \\2 \\zT AT x\\2
( z j  AT x )T ( z j  a t  x) 
(AT x )T Zk z j  AT x  
(AJ  x)T a T x  
\\a T x \\2
I Ak x \I — \I Ak x II k 2 k 2 (3.4)
Hence,
I AT IIA k 2 max |A j x \\2 max |A j x \\2 A* \\2 <  k1, for all k. (3.5)
L em m a  3.2. Suppose that A1-A3 hold and A T has full column rank. Then we have
I^Null(ylk) (yk — 4 Xk) \\2 — \\fNull(Ak) (gk — A jX k) \\2 ; (3.6)
where PNull(nk) is the orthogonal projection matrix onto null space of A k and PNull(^k) is 
the orthogonal projection matrix onto null space of A k.
Proof: It is known th a t the orthogonal projection onto the subspace Range(AJ ) is de­
fined as A * (A* )x Since A*  has full column rank, then (A* )^  — ((A j  )T A*  )-1 (AJ  )T — 
(AkA * )-1Ak (see, e.g., page 257 in [3]). It is also known th a t Null(Ak) — Range(AJ )x , 
hence the orthogonal projection m atrix onto the subspace Null(Ak) is defined by (see page 
75 in [3]):
PnNull(Ak) In — A k  (A j  )f — In — A j  (AkA k ) 1Ak • (3.7)
xh = 1 xh = 1
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Thus, it follows tha t
PNull(Ak)(gk — A k Ak) =  (In — A k (AkA k ) A k)(gk — A k Ak)
=  gk — A-k Ak — A k (Aka t )  iA kgk +  A k (A kA k) lAk a-
=  g k — A l  ( a - A l  ) - i A k gk. (3.8)
On the other hand, the m atrix A k  =  Z k A k  has also full column rank, because otherwise, 
there would be scalars a i , i =  1,..., m, with at least one of them  being nonzero, such tha t
m
Z l  Vci (x - ) =  0. (3.9)
i=i
Multiplying both  sides of the equation (3.9) by Z k, from A3 and Remark 3.1 it follows 
th a t m
Y a i V c i ( x - ) =  0, (3.10)
i=1
with at least one a i nonzero. In this way, the columns of the m atrix A ^  would form a 
linearly dependent set, which contradicts the fact th a t A k  has full column rank, therefore
the last statem ent is true. Thus, similarly to the previous discussion, the orthogonal
projection m atrix onto the subspace Null(Ak) is defined by
PNull(Ak) =  !rk — A k (Ak)f =  Irk — A 1k (A kA 1k ) iA k. (3.11)
By this, A3, Remark 3.1 and (3.8) we have
PNull(Ak) (gk — A l Ak) =  gk — A l Ak — A l (AkA k ) iA kgk +  A k (Ak A k ) iA k A k Ak
=  Z k  gk — Z k  A k  (Ak Zk Z k  A k  )- i Ak Z - Z -  g- 
=  Z k  g- — Z k  A k  (A-A k  )- i Ak g- 
=  Z k  (g- — A k  (A- A k )- i Ak g- )
=  Z k (PNull(Ak)(g- — A k Ak)). (3.12)
Now, note th a t equation (3.8) implies PNull(Ak)(gk — A ^A k) E span(Zk). Hence, by (3.12) 
and Remark 3.1 we get
\\PNull(Ak) (gk — A k A- )\\2 =  \ Z k  (PNull(Ak)(gk — A k  Ak)) \ 2
=  (PNull(Ak)(gk — Alk Ak))TZkZ l (PNull(Ak)(gk — Alk Ak))
=  \\(PNull(Ak )(gk — Alk Ak ))\L .
This completes the proof.
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L em m a  3.3. There is a constant f  > 0 such that the inequality
Predk > ß 1 ||9k||2 m i n i , A * ) (3.13)
holds for all k, where gk — gk — A j Xk +  akA j ck. 
Proof: We have
Predk — 4k (0) — Sk (s* )
— y  \\Ck 112 — (SlSk — Ak A ks* +  ^ SkkBks* +  —  \\ck +  A kSk\\2)
— y  i k  b2 — (g j  z * z j  sk — XT a * z * z j  s* +  2 s j  z * z j  b * z * z j  s*
+  y  \ \ Ck +  A k Z k Z j  sk \\2) (3A4)
Since sk E span(Zk), from Remark 3.1 and A3 it follows tha t sk — Z kZ j sk, B ksk E
span(Zk) and B ksk — Z kZ * B ksk. Then, by (3.14) we get
Predk — y  «c*«2 — (gj sk — Xj A*s* +  2 sj B *s* +  y  \c* +  A*s*«2)
— 4k(0) — 4k(s*)
— Predk. (3.15) 
Now, note th a t the subproblem (2.4)-(2.5) can be rewritten as follows
niin S*(S) =  g jS + 2 sT(B k +  a*A T A k)S +  * \\c*«2 (3.16)s€Rr 2 2
s. t. ||S||2 <  A k, (3.17)
where gk — gk — A j Xk +  akA Tck. By A4 and Lemma 5.36 in [9], we have
Sk(0) — Sk (sk) — Predk > ß 2  llgk II2 min j  \ \ b  +  '<7* Ail Ak \\ ; A ^  ; (3.18)
for some ß E (0,1). Note tha t
gk — gk — AT Xk +  akAT ck
— Z k gk — z k A l Xk +  ak z k A l ck
— Z k (gk — A l  Xk +  akA l c k)
— Z j  gk • (3.19)
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By A3, gk G span(Z k). Thus, Remark 3.1 implies gk =  Z kZ f  gk and, consequently,
llgk || 2 || Z k 9k 112
9 k Z k Z k gk 
9k gk
=  II gk \ 2
= ^ \ \9 k  II2 =  llgk \ 2 • (3.20)
From A2 and Lemma 3.1, there are positive constants and k2 such tha t
11-Bk +  Ok ^ k  A k ^2 A Cl +  ok k 2 A OkCl +  Ok k 2 =  Ok (Cl +  k2) =  Ok (3.21)
where C =  C1 +  k2. Therefore, from (3.15), (3.18), (3.20) and (3.21) we get (3.13). ■
The following remark will be used in the next proofs.
R e m a rk  3.2. By the calculation of the vector Xk and by A1 and A2 it follows that
\ f  (xk)| A /max Vk (3.22)
llc(xk) | 2 A Ilcmax|l2 Vk (3.23)
||^k || 2 A 1 ^ max \ 2 V k  ^ (A.24)
By the construction of the subspace version of ALTR algorithm, as well as of ALTR it­
self, we must consider two cases: when the penalty param eters ok increase indefinitely and 
when the sequence {ok} is bounded. The analysis is done by adapting the corresponding 
proofs in [13].
3.1 Case I: Sequence o f p enalty  param eters is un­
bounded
The first result shows th a t when the penalty parameters increase to infinity, we find tha t 
the sequence of constraint violations {\\ck ||2} is convergent. Its proof is due to Wang and 
Yuan [13]. We give it here for completeness.
L em m a  3.4. Suppose that A1-A2 hold. I f  ok ^  x>, then limk^ ^  \\ck ||2 exists.
Proof: We have th a t the penalty param eters ok , k =  1, 2, 3 , ^ ,  are positive and increase 
monotonically. Therefore, the numbers o - 1 — o - [11 , i > 1, are all nonnegatives, and, for
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all integers p  and q th a t satisfy 0 < p < q, their sum has the property
q- 1
y ^ , (ai 1 — ai+1) =  a - 1 — aq l . (3.25)
i=p
From this and Remark 3.2 we have
q q- 1
J 2 a - 1 [f (xi) — f  (xi+1 )] =  ° - 1f  (xp) +  J 2 (—‘a- 1 +  a i+11)/ (xi+ 1) — a- 1f  (xq+1 )
i=p i=p
q-1
— \a- 1 f ( x p) \ + Y 1  \—a- 1 +  0 + 1 1 lf ( x i+ 1) l +  la q"1f ( x q+ 1) |
i=p
— ap f max +  (ap aq ) f max +  a- f i
=  2G- 1 fmax. (3.26)
We also have the bound for the sum
q
J 2 a- 1 [XT c(xi+ 1) — c(xi)] =  — G— Xlp c(xp) +  G- 1xT c(xq+ 1)
i= p
q-1
+ y y  i Gi 1a tc (x i+ 1) —a i+11AT+1c(xi+ 1) } . (3.27)
i=p
Let the set I (p ,q )  of the integers numbers in the interval [p,q — 1] such th a t Ai+1 =  Xi ,
but this set can be empty. From the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, Remark 3.2, (3.25) and
update rule to Ai we get
i a- 1AT c(xi+ 1) — G-+1AT+ 1c(xi+ 1) } — K - 1 ii Ai \ 2 + a+  11^ +1112} \ c(xi+ 1) \ 2
i€I(p,q) i€I(p,q)
1— ||Amax|^ ^  (ai +  a -+ 1)R i
ieI(p,q)
=  |Amax|l2 (ai_1 +  Gi'+11)^  iR 0
ie l (p,q) 
q-1
— |Amax\2 (a-_1 +  a i+1 ^ iR 0
i= p
q-1 q-1
— ||Amax\^ (a- 1 +  Gi+11) PlR 0
i= p i= p
<x
— 2a- 1 |Amax | ^  /IiRo
i=1
= 2ap \\ Amax \ 2 (1 __ i ) , (3.28)
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where we used the fact th a t [  G (0,1) and op A oi for all i > p ^  o- 1  > o - 1 for all i > p. 
For all the other terms in the second line of (3.27), the vectors \ i and Ai+1 are the same. 
then it follows
i o- 1Ak c(xi+1) — oi-11Ak+1c(xi+1) } =  (o- 1 — o+ ) Ak c(xi+1)
i</I(p,q) i</I (p,q)
q- 1
A || Amax || 2 ||cmax| 2 ^  y (oi — o-+1 )
i=p
(op oq ) l l Amax| 2 l l cmax| 2 (3.29)
Now from (3.27)-(3.29) we obtain
q
^   ^o- [Aj c(xi+1 ) Ai c ( x )  A op ||Amax| 2 l l cmax| 2 +  o- l l Amax| 2 l l cmax| 2
Jp || Amax || 2 (1 — [ ) +  (op oq ) ||Amax| 2 llcmax| 2
=  2op 1 ||Amax||2 |  Ilcmax| 2 +  (1 — [ )  j  • (3.30)
By the construction of Algorithm 2.1 we can see th a t L (xk+1 ,Ai; oi) A L (x k,Ai; oi) for all 
k, and x k+1 is different from x k only if Aredk is positive, th a t is, for k such th a t the trial 
step sk is accepted. Then, (3.26) and (3.30) imply tha t
q ' 1 1
J ^ o - 1 {L (x i ,A i , o-) — L(xi+1 ,A i,oi)} A ^  l|c(xp)||2 — ^ |c(xq+1)||2 +  M o o -1, (3.31)
i=p
where M0 is a constant
Ro
i= p
M 0 2 fmax +  2 ||Am ax |^  ||cmax| 2 + (1 -  [ )
Note th a t the sum on the left-hand side of inequality (3.31) is bounded above by M 0o- 1  +  
1 |c (x p)|2  independently of who is q. Hence, by letting q G  for any p  fixed, it 
follows tha t the sum of the products o - 1 {L (x k,Ak,o k) — L (xk+1,Ak,o k)} ,k  =  1, 2, 3, •••, 
is absolutely convergent. Further, the nonnegativity of the left-hand side of inequality
(3.31) gives the condition
|c(xq+1 ) | 2 A |c(xp)|2  +  2M oo-1, 0 < p < q • (3.32)
By letting q again with p  fixed, we obtain th a t the sequence { lc (xk) | 2} is bounded.
Denote the lim inf by ||c^||2, and, for any t  > 0 arbitrary, let p  satisfying |c (xp) | 2 <
2 1 ||cTC| 2 +  t. Since ok -G x>, the choice of p  can also satisfy 2M0o- 1  <  t. From condition
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(3.32) it follows that
||c(xg+1) ||2 <  ||c^ \2  +  2e, q > p .
Therefore, the lim sup of sequence {||c(xk) ||2} when k ^  is, at most, ||c^||2 +  2e. 
Now, since the number e can be arbitrarily small, we conclude th a t lim inf and lim sup of 
sequence { ||c(xk)||2} are the same. The proof is complete. ■
Lemma 3.4 ensures the convergence of {||c(xk) ||2} when ak ^  x>. Consequently, two 
cases arise: either all the accumulation points of {x k} are infeasible, or all the accumula­
tion points are feasible. We are interested in methods th a t can find feasible accumulation 
points, but th a t is impossible if the original problem is “naturally” infeasible, for example. 
c(x) =  0 for any x  e  Rn. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze how the algorithm behaves 
in terms of infeasibility.
T h e o re m  3.5. Suppose A1-A2 and A4 hold• I f  limk^ ^  ak =  and limk^ ^  ||ck||2 >  0,
then any accumulation point of {x k} is a K K T  point of the problem
min ||c(x)||2 . (3.33)xeR™ 7112
Proof: A KKT point of (3.33) is characterized by A (x )Tc(x) =  0. Then to prove the 
theorem, we have to establish th a t limk^ ^  ||ATck ||2 =  0. First, it will be prove tha t
lim inf ||A t ck ||2 =  0. (3.34)k —>oo
By contradiction, assume th a t (3.34) is not true. Then, there exists a constant p > 0 
such th a t
lim inf ||ATck ||2 >  2p. (3.35)
k ^ ^  11 112
As previously denoted, Qk =  V xL(xk ,X k,ak ) =  gk -  A TXk +  a k c k . Due to ak ,
||gk -  AT Xk ||2 be bounded (by A1-A2 and the computation of Xk) and (3.35), there exists
ko such th a t the following property holds
||£k ||2 >  ak ||AT ck y2 -  1 gk -  A T Xk H2 >  pak , for all k >  ko. (3.36)
From (3.36) and Step 2 of Algorithm 2.1, it follows th a t the update (2.49) occurs 
only in a finite number of iterations. W ithout loss of generality, we assume (2.49) never 
happens. Then, the fact tha t ak is due to (2.50) happening infinitely many times.
By Lemma 3.3 and (3.36), we have tha t the predict reduction obtained at sk satisfies the
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following inequality
Predk > ligk||2 min j  , Ak j  >  min j  p  Ak j  , for all k > ko. (3.37)
However, ak provides the condition 8kak ^  0. Further,
Predk < 4  ak min {Ak ||ck ||2 , Wck ||2}
holds for infinitely many k. This contradicts (3.37). Hence, (3.34) is true.
Now, by contradiction again, assume th a t limk^ ^  ||ATck ||2 =  0 does not hold. Then 
there exists a subsequence such th a t
||AT^112 >  2e (3.38)
for some e > 0 and for all i sufficiently large. Since ak ^ x > ,  then it follows th a t ati ^  <x. 
for i sufficiently large. By (3.34), it is ensured th a t for each i, there is an index l(U) > t i , 
where l(ti) is the first index bigger than  t i such tha t 
Thus, there exists another subsequence {li} such tha
ATafKu) < e. Denote li :=  l(ti).
||AT ck ||2 >  e for t i < k < l i and cli ||2 <  e. (3.39)
Let L  :=  U i { k ; t i < k < li}. From {ak}L ^  <x>, ||gk -  ^ X k ||2 be bounded for all k and 
(3.39), it follows th a t there exists i0 such th a t the following property hold
||gk||2 >  ak | ATck^2 -  ||gk -  A TXkH2 >  | a k , for all k e L  and i > io. (3.40)
Hence, by Lemma 3.3 we get
Predk > min 1 , A k |  , for k e L , i  > i0. (3.41)
From this and {8kak}c ^  0, it follows th a t Predk < 8kak min |A k Wck ||2 , Wck||2} only 
can occurs for a finite number of k, k e  L. Therefore, the increase of ak in L  is due to
(2.49) occur infinitely many times. Then we must have ||(7k ||2 =  0 for infinite k e L .  This 
contradicts (3.40), because | ak > 0 Vk. The proof is complete. ■
The following theorem presents the global convergence result of Algorithm 2.1 when 
ak ^  and ||ck||2 ^  0. Its proof is an adaptation of the proof of Theorem 3.3 in [13].
T h e o re m  3.6. Suppose that A1-A4 hold• I f  limk^ ^  ak =  and limk^ ^  Wck ||2 =  0, then 
the sequence of iterates { x k} is not bounded away from K K T  points of (L 1)-(L 2), or its 
Fritz-John points at which the RCPLD condition is not satisfied.
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Proof: Let x  an accumulation point of {x k}. Then, c(x) =  0. If the RCPLD condition 
fails to hold at X, then all the gradients of constraints at X are linearly dependent. Thus, 
X is a Fritz-John point. Now, assume th a t the RCPLD condition holds at accumulation 
points of { x k}. As ok — ro and the increase of ok is due to (2.49) or (2.50), two possible 
cases may happen.
Case 1 : The update (2.49) occurs at most finite number of iterations. Then, for all 
k sufficiently large, only the update (2.50) happens at kth  iteration. W ithout loss of
generality, assume th a t (2.49) never happens. Firstly, it will be proved th a t for all t >  0,
there exists k =  k(e), such th a t
\\ck H2 <  e and ||PNuii(4fc) (9k -  A l Ak) ||2 <  e  (3.42)
Suppose, by contradiction, th a t (3.42) is not true. Then, due to limk^ ^  \\ck||2 =  0, there 
exists 9 >  0 such th a t for all k sufficiently large,
\\ck ||2 < 9 and 11 PNuii(nk) {gk — 9 Ak) ^2 >  9. (3.43)
By Lemma 3.3 and by (3.43) we have
Predk — ^  llP r, {9k -  A lA k ) | |2min j  I 4 I 2, A k |
-  2 9 m in { W  Ak]  ’
for k sufficiently large. As ok — ro when k — ro, then for k sufficiently large, it follows
’ 1 j  and denote v =  | v . Thus, from last inequality 
and from (3.43) we obtain
Predk — 2  min { v Ak9, v92} >  v min {Ak \ C ||2 , \ C ||2} , (3.44)
for k sufficiently large. However, ok — ro is due to (2.50), and this implies that
Predk < 4  Ok min {Ak \\ck ||2 , \\ck ||2}
holds for infinite k w ith 5kok —  0 when k — <x>. This contradicts (3.44). Therefore, for 
any e > 0, there exists k such th a t (3.42) holds. Consequently, letting e —  0 we obtain a 
subsequence K  such that
lim \\ck||2 =  0 and lim llPNuiiph) (gk -  9 1  AC II =  0. (3.45)k^ -ca k^ -ca 2kEK. kEK.
Let x * an accumulation point of {x k }K. Then there exists a subset C K  such
th a t Ag is small. Let v =  min j
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th a t { x k}K ^  x*. From this and by A1 it follows th a t {||c(xk) ||2}^ ^  ||c(x 0.
Assume th a t the RCPLD condition holds at x*. It will be proved th a t x* is a KKT point 
of (1.1)-(1.2). Denote {V c i (x* )}^I as the maximal set of linearly independent vectors, 
among all the gradient vectors of constraints at x*. Then, by the definition of the RCPLD 
condition and by A 1 , there exists a neighborhood of x* such th a t for any point x  in this 
neighborhood, the vectors {V c i ( x ) } ^ I are linearly independent and
span {V c i (x ) ,i  =  1 , . . . , m }  =  span {Vc i (x ),i e  I }.
Then, there is a index k0 such th a t for all k0 < k e K ,  {V c i (xk)}ieI are linearly indepen­
dent vectors and
Range(A^) =  sp an {V c i(xk) , i  =  =  span {Vci(.xk) , i  E I } (3.46)
Consider now a new m atrix A^ , , whose columns are the vectors V c i (xk), i e  I  and 
k0 < k e K .  Similarly, denote A ^  as A ^  =  (Vci (x*))ieI. Since A ^  has full column rank 
and { x k}Ki ^  x*, then there exists k i e  Ki, k i > k0 such th a t A T has full column rank 
for any k i < k e K i . From this and (3.46) there exists a vector vk such tha t
AT  Xk =  ZT AT Xk =  ZT a t  vk.
Now using the Lemma 3.2 with AAT we obtain
PjVk ( 9 k -  z k A Tvk PNk ( 9k — A Tvk
for k i < k e  K i . Hence, from (3.45) and (3.47) it follows th a t for any e >  0
(3.47)
PJk (9k — A k vk) <  e
(In — (Afc )t)(9k — vk) <  e
9 k -  A T vk -  A T (Ak A T) lA k 9k +  ÄT (A k A T) lA kA T vk 
9k — A^ T (AkAAx) 1 A k9k < e
<  e
9k — A T yk < e (3.48)
for k =  k(e), ki <  k e  K i and yk =  (AkA^,) i A kgk =  (A^, )tgk. Thus, letting e ^  0, from
(3.48) it follows that
9k — A T yk 0,
when k e  K i , k ^ ^ .  By A 1 , we have g(xk) ^  g(x*) and A(xk) ^  A(x*) when k e  K i , 
k ^ ^ .  Hence, there exists y* such th a t yk y*, when k e K i , k ^ ^ .  Therefore, we
2 2
2
2
2
2
2
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obtain g* — ASfy* = 0  ^  g* — ASfy* =  0. This shows th a t g* E span {V c i (x*),i E I },
2
which implies g* E Range(Al ). Therefore, there exists y* such th a t g* =  A f  y* and as
c* =  0 we conclude th a t x* is a KKT point of (1.1)-(1.2).
Case 2 : The update (2.49) occurs infinitely many times. In this case, by the update
(2.49), it follows th a t there exist subsequences {x k^  and {Ok}K such that
gk — A k Ak +  Ok A k ck =  0’ k e K . (3.49)
Suppose th a t x* is an accumulation point of {x k}K and {x k}Ki — x* where Ki C K. If 
the RCPLD condition holds at x  =  x*, for any k E K  sufficiently large, similar to the 
analysis in Case 1, there exists 4^k with full row rank such th a t
Range(A l) =  Range (A l) .
As (3.49) indicates th a t gk E Range(Al ), consequently gk E Range(A l ). Therefore, 
g* E Range(Al ) ^  g* E Range(Al ) by the fact {x k^  1 — x*. From this and as c* =  0, 
we conclude th a t x* is a KKT point of (1.1)-(1.2). ■
3.2 Case II: Sequence o f penalty  param eters is bounded
W hen all the penalty param eters Ok are bounded this means th a t Ok keeps unchanged 
for all large k , equivalently, neither (2.49) or (2.50) happens. W ithout loss of generality, 
assume that
Ok =  O for all k. (3.50)
Consequently, assume also th a t 5k =  5 for all k.
The first result guarantees th a t all accumulation points of the sequence { x k} are 
feasible points if {ok} is bounded. Its proof is due to Wang and Yuan [13]. We give it 
here for completeness.
L em m a  3.7. Suppose that A1-A3 hold. I f  the sequence {ok} is bounded, then
lim ||ck||2 =  0. (3.51)k 2
Proof: As (2.50) never happens, we have th a t
Predk — 5o min |A k ||ck||2 , ||ck||2} . (3.52)
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By the update of Ak in Step 4 of Algorithm 2.1 and by A2 if follows tha t
Ri/  R  \
^   ^ ( Ak ck +  Afc ck+i ) Y 2 | Amax || 2 i I cmax 112 +  ^ E j ^
k=i A 1 — P
Hence, similar to the analysis in Lemma 3.4, the sum of all Aredk is bounded
<x
^ ^ A r e d k  =  ^  ( f k — fk+i) +  ^  (-Afcck +  Afcck+i) +  2  ^  ( |cfc^  -  I l ck+i l l 2)
k=i k=i k=i k=i
<  M  (3.53)
As Aredk =  L (x k,Ak,a k) — L (x k+i ,Ak,a k) >  0 V k, and the sum above is bounded, then 
the series 20fc=i Aredk is convergent and, therefore, Aredk ^  0 when k ^<x>.
In order to prove (3.51), first it will be proved that
lim inf llc(xk) ||2 =  0. (3.54)
By contradiction, assume th a t (3.54) is not true. Then, there exist k0 E N and a constant
t > 0 such th a t ||ck||2 >  t , for all k > k0. In this case, from (3.52) we have
Predk > da m in { A kT,T2} . (3.55)
Denote S  as the set of all the indexes corresponding to successful iterations, namely,
S  =  {k E N; pk > n} .
From the fact th a t Aredk ^  0 for k sufficiently large, and from (3.55) we have that
Aredk =  pkPredk > gPredk > gda min |A kt , t 2 } for k E S.
Therefore, for k sufficiently large, k E S, we conclude th a t {Ak}ke§ ^  0. Then, for the
other k th a t are not in S', it follows by the update rule of the trust region radio tha t
A k ^  0 (3.56)
for all k sufficiently large. This implies th a t sk —  0. From this, and by A1-A2, there
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exists a constant M  > 0 such that
\Aredk -  Predk\ =  \L(xk,Xk; ak) -  L(xk  +  Sk,Xk; ak) -  qk(0) +  q(sk)|
=  \ f  (xk) -  f  (xk +  Sk) -  XTc(xk) +  XTc(xk +  Sk) -  2  ||c(xk +  Sk)||;
-  g (xk)T sk +  Xt A k sk -  2  sT B k sk -  a CT A k sk +  ^  WA k sk || 2 \
< M  | S k | 2
< M A k  (3.57)
and then
\Aredk -  Predk \ M A
\pk -  1\ =  p  d <  a 1 Ta n  ^ 0.Predk oa min {Akt , t 2}
This implies th a t pk 1, and then we have th a t A k+i >  A k for all k sufficiently large,
which contradicts (3.56). Therefore, (3.54) is true.
Now, we will prove (3.51). Again, by contradiction, suppose th a t (3.51) is not true. 
Then there exists an infinite set of indexes {mi}  C S  and a constant v > 0 such tha t
Wcmi ||2 >  2v. (3.58)
Further, (3.54) ensures the existence of a subsequence {n i} C S  where ni is the first index 
bigger than  mi  such th a t
IIck ||2 >  v  for m i < k < n i and Wcni ||2 <  v. (3.59)
Define the set K  =  k e  Si; m i < k < n^ . From (3.52), (3.58) we have th a t for
k
Aredk > qSa min { A kv, v 2} . (3.60)
Let v  =  min {v, v2}. Then, we obtain
Aredk > nOa min {Akv, v} =  yOavm in {Ak, 1}
and setting (  =  yOav >  0 it follows from (3.53) th a t Aredk < (  for k sufficiently large. 
From this, it follows tha t
Z > Aredk > (  min {Ak, 1 } ^  min {Ak, 1} <  1 ^  min {Ak, 1} =  A k
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therefore
Aredk — ( A k, (3.61)
for k e K,  k sufficiently large. From (3.61) and Aredk —  0 for k sufficiently large, we have 
th a t limk^TC A k =  0. Then, for any e > 0 there exists i sufficiently large, (see Theorem 17
keK
in [6]) such that
| |||^mi +ni ||2 \\,A,mi —m^ +i ~  ^m^+i • • • ~  1 ^ n i||2
ni — 1 ni — 1 ni — 1
— ^  ] llx k — x k+11| 2 — ^  ] II sk || 2 — ^  ] II A k || 2
k=mi k=mi k=mi
ke S
1 ni —1 1
— z  Aredk — - e( =  e. (3.62)
k=mi
kes
Hence, letting e —  0 it follows th a t ||xmi — xni ||2 — 0 when i — ro. From this and by A1 
we have th a t ||cmi — cni ||2 — 0 as i — ro. Note tha t
v
11^ ||2 =  ncmi — cni +  cni ||2 — W^i, — cni ||2 +  ||cni ||2 — ^  +  v < 2v (3.63)
which contradicts (3.58). The proof is complete. ■
Finally, the next result establishes the global convergence of Algorithm 2.1 when the
penalty param eters are bounded. The proof is an adaptation of Theorem 3.5 from [13].
T h e o re m  3.8. Suppose that A1-A4 hold. I f  the sequence {ok} is bounded, then the 
sequence {xk} generate by Algorithm 2.1 is not bounded away from K K T  points of (1.1)- 
(1 .2).
Proof: By Lemma 3.3, we have tha t
Predk — P H4k||2 min | , A kJ . (3.64)
To show the enunciated result, we will show that
lim inf ||gk||2 =  0. (3.65)k
Suppose, by contradiction, th a t (3.65) is not true. Then, there exist a constant e > 0 and 
a index k0 such tha t
||4k||2 — e for V k — k0. (3.66)
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From (3.64) and (3.66), we have tha t, for k > k0,
Predk > ß e min j A fcj . (3.67)
Consider the set S  as in previous Lemma 3.7. For k E S, k > k0 we have tha t
Aredk > gPredk > n ß e min |  — , A k|  . (3.68)
As seen in Lemma 3.7, Aredk ^  0. Then, it implies th a t { A k ^  0 and, consequently, 
A k ^  0 as k ^ ^ .  This implies th a t ||sk||2 ^  0 as k ^ ^ .  Thus, by A1-A2, there exists 
M  > 0 such that
. \Aredk — Predk \ M  Ak
P  — 1  =  1-------  k—i    <  i  ^  0 (3-69)Predk 2 t  min j , A kj
and, then, pk 1 when k ^ ^ .  This implies th a t A k+i >  A k for all k sufficiently large,
contradicting the fact tha t A k ^  0 when k ^ ^ .  Therefore (3.65) is true.
Now, note th a t
||gk -  AT ^ k ||2 =  ||gk -  AT ^ k +  aAT ck -  aAT ck ||2 <  ||gk ||2 +  a ||A t ck ||2 . (3.70)
Let ei >  0 arbitrary. Then, combining the fact th a t || A k ||2 <  k 1 for all k, with (3.65) and 
Lemma 3.7, it follows th a t there exist indices k i and k2 such th a t
%||2 A -1  for k > kT and ||ck ||2 <  1 for k > k2. (3-71)2 2aK1
Now, from (3.70) and (3.71) we obtain
Ifc Ak II2 <  VT +  o —  =  t i  for k >  max {ki 112 2 2a
gk — A T ||   ^     T,k2} . (3.72)
Therefore,
lim inf 1 gk — A ^  Ak ^ 2 =  0.
By Lemma 3.7, we have \\ck ||2 ^  0 as k ^  x>. Thus, there exists a subsequence of 
{ x k}, say { x kj} , with x kj ^  x * and gkj — A T,Akj ^  0 as j  ^  x>. Consequently, 
g(x*) =  A(x*)TA* and c(x*) =  0. Therefore, { x k} has an accumulation point, x*, which 
is a KKT point of (1.1)-(1.2). ■
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Chapter 4 
Illustrative Num erical Experim ents
MATLAB implementatios of Algorithms 1.1 and 2.1, which are referred as “ALTR” and 
“SALTR” , respectively. In both implementations we consider the param eters P =  0.99, 
B =  10, n =  10—8, n1 =  0.1, A1 =  1, a 1 =  10, A 1 =  1 and 51 =  0.1. In ALTR, the initial 
m atrix B 1 is chosen as the n-dimensional identity m atrix and B k is updated using the 
BFGS formula. In SALTR, the initial m atrix B 1 is also chosen as the identity matrix, 
however its dimension is equal to the dimension of the first subspace (i.e., G 1) while 
B k is updated by the BFGS formula in the subspace. For both codes, the execution is 
interrupted when any of the conditions below is satisfied:
To investigate the advantages and limitations of our subspace algorithm we have tested
max { \\ck||2 , \ \P-NuW(Ak)(gk) ||2} <  10 5, (4.1)
max {||cfe 2 SkH2} <  10“ 5, (4.2)
(4.3)
(4.4)k > 1 0, 000.
The tests were performed with MATLAB 8.5.0 (R2015a), on a PC with a 2.50 GHz 
Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-3210 microprocessor, and 6GB of memory.
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4.1 A dvantages o f our subspace algorithm
First, we applied ALTR and SALTR to a set of 10 nonlinear least-square problems with 
a single equality constraint, i.e., problems of the form:
p
m n  5 ]  [fi (x)]2 , (45)
i=i
s. t. c(x) =  0, (4.6)
where f ,  c : R n ^  R. Specifically, each problem was formed with functions from [8]. 
Problems and the corresponding initial points are described in the Appendix. The results 
for n  =  1, 000 are given in Table 4.1, where “IT ” represents the number of iterations, 
“TIM E” represents the CPU time (in seconds), “f *” represents the final objective value, 
“c*” represents the infinity norm of the final constraint violation, and “TOTAL” gives 
the sum of the values in the corresponding column.
A LTR SA LTR
P R O B L E M IT T IM E f  * c* IT T IM E f  * c*
1 6 5.4 2.1101E+03 1.6420E-01 8 0.1 2.1100E+03 1.6930E-01
2 2434 1128.1 8.3000E-04 2.1000E-07 2509 161.4 7.8000E-05 9.0000E-08
3 2451 332.2 9.9000E+05 4.0000E-06 2643 34.6 9.9000E+05 3.7000E-06
4 888 135.4 6.6000E+22 1.9000E-07 1015 1.1 6.6000E+22 8.3000E-09
5 4405 1660.4 4.3097E+15 1.4954E-07 8244 95.6 6.9448E+13 3.7738E-10
6 34 8.3 1.5443E+04 7.6932E-06 42 0.13 1.5428E+04 7.0606E-06
7 9 10.5 5.7400E-02 1.9000E-08 9 0.1 3.4700E-02 1.1000E-08
8 15 7.04 9.8924E+02 2.1020E-01 19 0.14 9.8925E+02 2.1000E-01
9 17 46.4 1.2643E-07 7.0079E-10 15 0.96 1.2617E-09 2.3903E-09
10 32 6.2 9.3775E+02 1.5000E-08 13 0.3 1.1000E+03 2.1000E-10
TOTAL - 3339.94 - - - 294.43 - -
Table 4.1: Numerical Results for Problems 1-10
From Table 4.1 we can see th a t ALTR and SALTR stopped with comparable approx­
imate solutions. However SALTR is significantly more efficient than  ALTR in terms of 
CPU time. In particular, SALTR reduced the to tal time (taken to solve all problems) in 
91.2% with respect to ALTR.
In addition, we have tested Problem 9 for n  =  1, 000, 000. In this case, it was not 
possible to run code ALTR, since the initial m atrix B i exceeded the maximum array 
size allowed by MATLAB. In contrast, despite the large dimension of the problem, our 
subspace code was able to return an approximate solution in 306.9 seconds (22 iterations), 
with f  * =  3.8956E -  10 and c* =  5.7799E -  09. This was possible because the dimension 
of the subspace Gk remained much smaller than  n  during the execution of SALTR, as we 
can see in Figure 4.1.
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Number of iterations
Figure 4.1: Growth of the subspace dimension with the number of iterations
These results show th a t our subspace algorithm can provide a significant reduction in 
the computational time in comparison to its “full space” counterpart, when the number 
of constraints is much lower than  the number of variables.
4.2 L im itations o f our subspace algorithm
In order to evaluate the influence of the number of constraints (m) on the performance 
of SALTR, we applied ALTR and SALTR to the following class of problems:
min [fi (x)]
i=1
s. t. c j(x) =  0, j  = 1 , . . . , m
(4.7)
(4.8)
where, for i =  1 , . . . , n ,
f i (x)
10(xi+1 — x 2), if i is odd. 
1 — x i— 1, otherwise.
(4.9)
for j  =  1 , . . . , m ,
n
2
n
cj (x) =  n — cos(xi) +  j  (1 — cos(xj)) — sin(xj),
i=1
(4.10)
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and the initial point is x 1 =  (^ ), with £2i— 1 =  —1.2 and £2i =  1. The results for n  =  1, 000 
are shown in Table 4.2.
A LTR SA LTR
m IT T IM E f  * c* IT T IM E f  * c*
1
100
250
21
60
2193
7.9
19.9 
349.3
4.6896E+02
4.9685E+02
4.9745E+02
3.2000E-02
1.5900E-02
6.7503E-04
22
41
2206
0.06
1.23
226.1
4.6922E+02
4.9639E+02
4.9755E+02
3.4000E-02
1.3500E-02
1.1811E-04
Table 4.2: Numerical Results for problems (4.9)-(4.10)
As expected, the advantage of SALTR over ALTR decreases as we increase the number 
of constraints. This observation is highlighted in Figure 4.2, which shows the percentage 
reduction in CPU time th a t SALTR promotes (with respect to ALTR) as a function of 
the number of constraints.
Number of constraints
Figure 4.2: Percentage reduction in CPU time for problems (4.9)-(4.10)
In summary, as anticipated by our theoretical analysis, it is safe to recommend the 
use of SALTR instead of ALTR only when the number of equality constraints is much 
lower than  the number of variables.
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Conclusion
In this dissertation, a subspace version of the Augmented Lagrangian-Trust Region method 
(ALTR) in [13] is proposed for large-scale equality constrained optimization problems. 
The subspace scheme is based on the finding tha t, at the k th  iteration of ALTR, any 
solution sk of the corresponding trust-region subproblem belongs to the subspace
Gk =  span (Uk=i { V c i ( x i ) , . . . , V c m(xi),gi}) ,
as long as the approximate Hessians are updated by suitable quasi-Newton formulas. 
Thus, in the subspace variant of ALTR (called SALTR), the computation of sk is re­
stricted to the subspace Gk. By adapting the analysis from [13], the global convergence 
of the subspace ALTR is established assuming inexact solution of the subproblems and 
considering a subspace more general than  Gk.
In line with the theory, illustrative numerical experiments show th a t the subspace 
algorithm can outperform its “full space” counterpart on problems in which the number 
of constraints is much lower than  the number of variables.
Future research include the development of a strategy to control the dimension of the 
subspaces (similar to [5]), and also the extension of this subspace approach to problems 
with inequality constraints [14].
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A ppendix A  
Test Problem s
Below, we describe in detail the test problems considered in Chapter 4. 
P ro b le m  1
(i) n  even, p  =  n
(ii) f 2i— 1 (x) =  1 0(x2i -  x 2i - 1)
f2i(x) =  1 -  X2i—1
n \
J 2 x 2A  - n
3=1 j
(iv) x 1 =  (f j ) where &j—1 = - 1 -2, &  = 1
P ro b le m  2
(i) n  multiple of 4, p  =  n
(ii) f4i—3(X) =  X4i—3 +  10X4i—2
f4i—2 (x) =  51/2(X4i—1 -  X4i) 
f4i— 1 (x) =  (X4i—2 -  2X4i—1)2 
f4i(x) =  101/2(x4i—3 -  X4i)2
(iii) c(x) =
(iv) X 1 =  (£j ) where £4j—3 =  3, £43—2 =  - 1 ,  £4j — 1 =  % £4j =  1
(iii) c(x)
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P ro b le m  3
(i) p  =  n  + 1
(ii) f i (x)  =  a1/2(xi — 1 ),for 1 <  i < n  where a =  10_5 
(x) =  I > x 2 I -f n+1 (x) =  j  — 1 / 4
j =1
n
2(iii) c(x) =  j  (xj — 1)
j =1
(iv) x 1 =  (Cj) where Cj = j  
P ro b le m  4
(i) p  =  n  +  2
(ii) f i (x)  =  xi — 1 , for 1 <  i < n
n
f  n+1 (x) =  j  (xj — 1)
j=1(nJ 2 j ( x j — 1)n
(iii) c(x) =  n — cos(xj) +  n (1 — cos(xn)) — sin(xn)
j=1
(iv) x 1 =  (0 ) where Cj =  1 — ( j / n)
P ro b le m  5
(i) p  =  n  + 1
(ii) f i (x) =  a 1/2(xi — 1 ) , for 1 <  i < n  where a =  10_5
f  n+1 (x) =  ( ^  x2 ) — 1 / 4
n
(iii) c(x) =  n — cos(xj) +  n(1 — cos(xn)) — sin(xn)
j=1
(iv) x 1 =  (0 ) where Cj =  j
P ro b le m  6
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(i) n  multiple of 4, p  =  n
(ii) f4i—3(X) =  X4i—3 +  10X4i—2
f4i—2 (x) =  51/2(X4i—1 -  X4i) 
f4i— 1 (X) =  (X4i—2 -  2X4i—1)2 
f4i(x) =  101/2(x4i—3 -  X4i)2
n
(iii) c(x) =  Xn(2 +  5xn) +  1 -  ^  Xj (1 +  Xj)
j=1
(iv) X 1 =  (£j ) where j 3 =  3  £4j—2 =  - 1 ,  £4j — 1 =  °  £4j =  1
P ro b le m  7
(i) p  =  n
o , h2(xi +  ii +  1)3
(ii) f i (x)  =  2xi -  Xi—1 -  Xi+1 +------------2----------
where h = --------, t i =  ih and x0 =  xn+ 1 =  0
n  + 1
(iii) c(x) =  (n -  1^  J  -  1
(iv) X 1 =  (£j ) where £j =  t j (tj -  1)
P ro b le m  8
(i) p  =  n
(ii) f i (x)  =  (3 -  2xi)xi -  Xi—1 -  2xi+1 +  1
where x0 =  xn+ 1 =  0
n
(iii) c(x) =  Xn(2 +  5xn) +  1 -  ^  Xj (1 +  Xj )
j=1
(iv) X 1 =  ( - 1 , . . . , - 1 )
P ro b le m  9
(i) p  =  n
f  \  ^ o , h2(xi +  t i +  1)3(ii) f i (x)  =  2xi -  Xi—1 -  Xi+1 +------------2----------
where h = --------, t i =  ih and x0 =  xn+ 1 =  0
n  + 1
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(iii) c(x) =  x2 — 1
j =1
(iv) x 1 =  (Cj ) where Cj =  tj (tj — 1)
P ro b le m  10
(i) p > n
n
(ii) f i (x) =  x i — p   ^x j )  — 1
(iii) c(x) =  x2 — 1
j =1
(iv) x 1 =  (1, . . . , 1)
n
